
For more details on how Santa Fe Relocation 
can assist you visit santaferelo.com

About Santa Fe Relocation

Santa Fe Relocation is a global mobility company specialising in managing and delivering high-quality relocation 
services worldwide. Our core competence is providing services that help corporations and their employees 
relocate and settle in a new country. These services that are delivered to a consistently high standard, locally 
and globally, and managed through our own operations around the world. Santa Fe Relocation is wholly owned 
by the Santa Fe Group, which is listed on NASDAQ in Copenhagen, Denmark. For more information, 
visit us at santaferelo.com

We make it easy



SANTA FE 
ASSIGNMENT  
MANAGEMENT
Global Assignment Management 
built around you



We are experts in global mobility. Our goal is to provide 
help and support across every stage of an employee’s 
expatriate lifecycle.

Moving your people into new territories can be achieved 
efficiently ensuring every step is fully compliant. An approach 
that manages the process throughout, supports candidates 
as they prepare for the adventures ahead – and ensures the 
necessary cost controls are in place.

Step forward Santa Fe Assignment Management. Our dedicated 
global team provides highly personalised relocation services that 
enable you to outsource as much of the expatriate administration 
process as necessary, while also ensuring it conforms to 
established governance policies.

As a result, you can ensure that the people behind every new 
assignment receive proactive guidance on what they need to do 
to make their relocation a success – thereby leaving them free to 
focus on more important business and personal considerations 
and frees up your HR team to focus on strategically managing 
your global talent pool.

It’s a service enabled by technology and our proprietary  
The Perfect Assignment Solutions process – which not only  
fulfils all the requirements of ISO 9001, but delivers you 
consistency, compliance and cost control. In addition, you’ll 
also enjoy the support of our dedicated and experienced global 
mobility specialists who offer every assignee a single point  
of coordination throughout the duration of their relocation  
and assignment.

There are many moving parts involved when managing employees on 
international assignments. There are also many strategic and operational 
objectives to be met, alongside the tasks needed to ensure each 
individual is in position and operating to their full potential as quickly 
and safely as possible.

Yet equally, assignment management is also about people, and helping them 
move their lives and family to distant shores – and making this process as simple 
and straightforward for them as possible.

That’s why it helps to be able to call on a diverse range of specialist skills. An 
organisation you can rely on to support the entire duration of the assignment, and 
to ensure every critical aspect of the experience conforms to your global mobility 
policy. A company like Santa Fe Relocation.

We make it easy



Proven experts in assignment 
management
At Santa Fe Relocation we offer customers a tried and tested 
delivery model, and a full spectrum of services tailored to your 
specific requirements – from pre-assignment to repatriation, 
and everything in between.

Every assignee is provided with a dedicated Global Mobility 
Consultant, who has end-to-end responsibility for managing  
the overall relocation experience – and acts as the individual’s 
guide throughout the entire process.

What’s more, we also offer our unique ‘Perfect Assignment 
Solutions’, an approach that fulfils the requirements of ISO9001 
to deliver unprecedented levels of global consistency in the 
experiences offered to each and every individual. To this we 
add our best-in-class technology solutions that seamlessly 
integrate with your HR systems. Indeed, in addition to preparing 
for GDPR, Santa Fe has invested over €10 million to further 
develop our CORE technology, and to introduce interactive 
mobile solutions that provide live information to employees 
on the move – where and when they need it.

Santa Fe Assignment Management Solutions

 + Global assignee management: including initial  
policy services to keep your people covered every step  
of the way.

 + Assignment administration: to take care of all  
aspects of expatriate administration and global mobility  
for your business. 

 + Programme planning: provides all the services required 
for outsourcing the administration of your assignment 
programme, including expectation management, ongoing 
support and guidance through to exception management.

 + Supply chain management: through our methodology that 
opens up your business to the global network of Santa Fe’s 
own offices and our approved partner community.

 + Financial management: to take care of all 
assignment-related expenses from cost projections, 
balance sheet calculations, compensation administration 
and arranging/tracking payments, to transparent reporting 
of expenditure for tax compliance.

 + Consulting services: aligning your mobility policies and 
process to your global talent strategy.

 + 24/7 service: we provide global coverage  when you need 
us, where you need us through our strategically located 
Assignment Management Control Towers.
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